DEPOSITION SKILLS: OHIO

MARCH 12 – 14, 2020

Perfect your Skills While Deposing Witnesses with Experienced Faculty Mentoring

Can you walk into a deposition convinced you’ll get the information you need and secure the admissions you want from the opposition? Or if it’s your witness being deposed, do you know how to prepare them for the experience and protect them from falling into traps?

NITA Deposition Skills ensures you are ready. This program works. Return to your office empowered.

After this three day course you will be able to:

✓ Use NITA’s Funnel Technique to gather, exhaust and commit the witness
✓ Identify other potential sources of information
✓ Bring documents alive and turn them into evidence through testimony
✓ Evaluate potential theories—factual, legal or persuasive—yours or your opponents
✓ Obtain admissions and close off avenues of escape
✓ Know when to object and to handle a witness when questioning
✓ Manage difficult lawyers and witnesses
✓ Be more comfortable when the unpredictable happens in a deposition

Learning by doing

NITA’s “learning-by-doing” deposition courses are held in realistic settings. You will question and defend witnesses to build experience and reinforce your deposition skills with one-on-one mentoring by experienced faculty, without risk to your clients.

MARCH 12 – 14, 2020

Ohio State University
Michael E. Moritz College of Law
55 West 12th Avenue
Columbus, OH

PROGRAM DIRECTOR:
JAMES L. MCCRYSTAL
Sutter O’Connell
Cleveland, OH

PRICE: $1845
EXPECTED CLE: 20 Credits, 1.0 Ethics

REGISTER AT: nita.org/programs/CWDP320
OR PHONE: 614-585-8686
LEARN MORE ABOUT COURSES IN YOUR AREA AT:
{nita.org/program-location/oh}

The National Institute for Trial Advocacy and The NITA Foundation do not discriminate against applicants for program admission or scholarship assistance on the basis of race, national origin, creed, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, color, disability or status as a parent. Furthermore, NITA and The NITA Foundation comply with the provisions of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1974, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to affirmative action and equal opportunity.